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Policy Overview 
 
We are committed to providing the best possible service for our customers. Whilst we operate a 
continuous improvement culture, we are conscious that things do go wrong from time to time. In 
these situations, we know it’s frustrating for our customer, therefore we have written our 
complaints policy with the aim to turn a bad outcome into a positive one.  
 
We believe strongly in making it as easy as possible for our customers to make a complaint and 
we will treat this as a positive opportunity to find out what has gone wrong and to try and fix the 
situation. As a team we will also take ownership and learn from complaints so that we can improve 
our business.  
 
It is important for us to point out that as we are a credit broker or intermediary, we are linking a 
number of parties (finance company, supplier, manufacturer) to create the proposition. Therefore, 
a significant proportion of complaints that we receive require us to transfer the complaint to the 
relevant party so that it can be dealt with effectively. In these cases, we will make it clear if we will 
provide the updates or if the third party will respond to you directly. 

 
Complaint Definition 
 
We treat any expression of dissatisfaction from a customer as a complaint. We aim to treat all 
complaint seriously and to respond to them professionally. All complaints are recorded, and we 
define each complaint as either informal or formal as described below. 
 

• Informal Complaints – These are complaints that we are able to acknowledge, investigate 
and resolve quickly. Informal complaints would also be outside of the FCA regulatory 
jurisdiction. An example could be complaint about the physical delivery of the vehicle. If we 
initially classify a complaint as informal but we are unable to resolve quickly, we will follow 
the formal complaint process. 

 

• Formal Complaints – These complaints will either be complaints that fall under the FCA’s 
regulatory jurisdiction or a complaint that is complex and needs considerable investigation 
before we can offer a response e.g. a complaint regarding the sale of a finance agreement. 
Our formal complaints process is shown below along with how to make us aware of your 
complaint. 
 

 

Making Us Aware of Your Complaint 
 
As we have mentioned in the overview, we want to make it really easy for customers to make us 
aware of complaints as quickly as possible. Therefore, the link to our online complaints form can 
be found on the footer of every page on our website and on our customer portal. Customers can 
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simply click on the link in our footer and submit their complaint online using the on-page form. This 
will create a complaint reference in our system and one of the team will be in touch to 
acknowledge your complaint. See below for further information about the process and timescales. 
 
Alternatively, you can make your complaint in writing to our head office address below: - 
 
FAO Customer Experience Manager 
Gateway2Lease 
Abberley View, 
Saxon Business Park, 
Stoke Prior, Bromsgrove, 
B60 4AD. 
 
Note – Please include your contact details, any references such as the vehicle registration / order 
ref / quote ref along with full details of your complaint. 

 
Our Process – Formal Complaint 
 
Our aim is to acknowledge and formally respond to complaints as quickly as possible however 
some may require in-depth investigation. In some cases, we might need to wait for a response 
from the finance company or the supplying dealership. So that you know what to expect from us, 
we have listed the stages and SLA timescales below. 
 

1. Complaint Received 
 

2. Acknowledging Your Complaint – If you make you complaint via our online form, you will 
get a system acknowledgment immediately. Alternatively, one of our team will formally 
acknowledge your complaint within five working days. 

 
3. Investigating Your Complaint – Once we have understood your complaint fully, we will carry 

out an investigation. This may include listening to calls, recovering emails, reviewing 
documentation or requesting information from involved parties such as the finance 
company or supplying dealership. The complaint investigator will aim to resolve your 
complaint fully within four weeks. if we have been unable to produce a final response within 
this timescale, we will send a holding communication explaining what we are waiting for and 
how long it is expected to take. 
 

4. Final Response - Once we have investigated your complaint, we will issue a final response 
to your complaint in writing. We will make it clear if we uphold your complaint and what the 
resolution is. If we do not uphold your complaint, we will clearly explain why. 
 

5. Complaint Closed - If you accept out final outcome then we will record that on file. See your 
options below if you do not accept our final response. 
 

6. Disputes – See the section below, this explains your options if you do not agree with our 
final response. 
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Final Response Disputes 
 
If you disagree with our final response, including any resolution that has been offered, then you 
have options to take your complaint to an independent conciliation service or to the financial 
ombudsman (FOS) if the complaint comes under their jurisdiction. 
 
Your complaint would fall within the Financial Ombudsman’s jurisdiction in the following cases: - 
 

• Where you are a regulated customer including private individuals, sole traders or a partner 
in a company with 2 or 3 partners). 

• Where the complaint is about the ‘selling of a finance product’, with regards to the finance 
agreement itself or anything directly linked to the financial transaction. 

 
For non-regulated customers, such as limited companies or where the complaint is not linked to 
the finance agreement itself then this would fall outside of the financial ombudsman’s jurisdiction 
e.g. if the vehicle is delivered dirty. In these cases, if you disagree with our final response, you 
have the option to use the BVRLA’s conciliation service (our industry trade body). Details of how to 
contact both the financial ombudsman and the BVRLA are found below. 

 
BRVLA Conciliation Service 
Chief Executive 
British Vehicle Rental and Leasing Association 
River Lodge 
Badminton Court 
Amersham 
HP7 0DD 
 
Website: https://www.bvrla.co.uk/ 
Email: complaint@bvrla.co.uk 
 

 

The Financial Ombudsman Service 
Exchange Tower 
London 
E14 9SR 
 
Website: https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/ 
 

 
 
 


